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Play, play
So that death dies!
This is what Zorba the Greek was begging, after this unforgettable Sirtaki, that
Anthony Quinn left in everyone’s memory!

General poetry of Men, Dance carries on, to put everyone back in Movement...

The Tango that changes the Elderly, is entirely due to the Dinzel, Rodolfo and Gloria, their
son Eric, and their disciples, Angela Nicotra, Clarissa Machado,
Stéphanie Lepeu and Thomas Poucet.

Click on the picture to watch the video.
In 2021, let’s follow Angela, who gives us the bases of a system that keeps on proving its worth!

Winners of the week

Once again,
Saint Dominique’s residents, in Arcachon
Because they are continuing the story …
Thanks to the choreography imagined by Muriel Ickowicz, they have animated
the retirement home where they live, on the occasion of today’s
International Dance Day!
Introducing a new way of making the most of the Online Tango workshops,
they were warmly applauded.
In order to stimulate their imagination even more, ABB Reportages is sending some more
chocolate tabs, to support their, what they called with humor, “Choco Tango” workshops!
And congratulations to everyone who took part in the Therapeutic Tango training
sessions, and who are now multiplying these workshops.
Congratulations to Nadine, Léa, Mimma, Sylviane, Soraya, Séverine, Danièle...
On Tuesday 4th May, they will share their experience on Zoom, with their instructors
and with the researchers...
Next training session on 15th, 16th and 17th November.
Sign up now to make sure you can attend…
https://sefca.u-bourgogne.fr/141-liste-des-formations/liste-des-formations-courtes/379-la-melodie-dalzheimer.html

They said…

“Dance aims at expressing the most noble and deep feelings of Human soul;
... Seeing in it only as frivolous and pleasant entertainment a is an underestimation.”
Isadora Duncan

The Dinzel Tango, which is the fresh air brought to the Elderly, their way to come back
to life, is part of ABB Reportages’ 527 workshops…
To this day, over 354.000 people have been reached by Online Tango for the Elderly
through ABB Reportages’ social media.
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